
 

Japan 
Japan’s economy maintains solid growth momentum in February

 Japan Composite PMI dips in February but continues 

to signal robust growth 

 Job creation  strongest in almost four years 

 Firms raise prices only marginally despite sharp cost 

increases 

Japan’s economy continued to expand at a robust 

pace in February, according to the PMI survey data. 

Job creation was also the best seen in almost four 

years, while order book growth remained solid and 

business optimism moved higher, all auguring well for 

growth to maintain strong momentum in months ahead. 

Meanwhile, cost inflation remained at its highest for 

two years.  

Steady growth 

The Nikkei Japan Composite Output PMI, compiled by 

Markit, dipped from 52.3 in January to 52.2 in February. 

Though the latest reading indicated a second 

successive slowdown, the pace of growth remained 

robust and markedly higher than seen throughout 

much of last year. 

The latest upturn was driven by the manufacturing 

sector, where output rose to the greatest extent in 

nearly three years, fuelled by increased export growth. 

In turn, this was supported by a weak yen and 

improving global trade flows. The increase in 

manufacturing export orders was the strongest for over 

three years. 

The solid pace of expansion of the Japanese economy 

is likely to be sustained over the next few months. 

Growth of new business volumes remained at the 

highest since January 2014, and corporate optimism 

about future output hit its highest for over two-and-a-

half years in February. 

Job creation 

A key standout in February was the accelerated rate of 

job creation. Companies reported the joint-largest 

monthly rise in employment since November 2007 as 

rising sales encouraged hiring. Service sector
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headcounts showed the greatest increase in nearly 

four years, and manufacturing jobs were created at the 

fastest rate in almost three years.  

Operating capacity, while not severely tested, has 

come under some pressure in early-2017 on the back 

of rising client demand. This was evident in higher 

levels of uncompleted work reported in the first two 

months of the year after nearly a year of backlog 

depletion. This additional pressure on capacity is likely 

to prompt Japanese firms to maintain the recent hiring 

trend in coming months. 

 

Rising costs 

Inflationary pressures meanwhile remained elevated in 

February. Average cost burdens across Japan’s 

private sector economy rose at an identical rate to 

January’s two-year high. Breakdowns by sector 

revealed that cost increases were more marked in 

manufacturing relative to services-related firms, mainly 

reflecting higher global commodity prices and 

increased import costs resulting from the weak yen. 

Japanese firms appear reluctant or unable to make 

substantial increases to selling prices despite the 

stronger demand and cost inflation. This points to 

greater restraint on the rise of consumer prices. 

Subdued consumer inflation in turn means that current 

accommodative monetary conditions will be 

maintained for a while longer.  
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